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Phosphorus is found in the soil in different forms, Most of these 
forms present in soils are unavailable to plants, Also, if a soluble 
form of phosphorus is added to the soil in the form of fertilizer most 
of it is usually "fixed" or rendered unavailable to plants, To be ab-
sorbed by plants, the precipitated phosphoric acid must be dissolved. 
This can be achieved in the following way: A very small amount of phos-
phate is dissolved on coming in contact with the soil solution, it is 
absorbed by the plants, thus displacing the chemical equilibrium and 
causing a fresh minute quantity of phosphate to be dissolved, 
Soils differ widely regarding the properties of their "available" 
phosphate probably due to the following: 
1) The specific surface of the phosphate and its distribution in 
the soil (particle size; as the particle size gets smaller the specific 
surface arid the solubility increase and vice versa). 
2) The content of the other ions (e.g., Ca, Al, Fe, etc.), 
3) The percentage of soil colloids (2:1 clay particles may fix 
phosphate, this can be achieved either by chemical precipitation, ad-
sorption by simple addition or by anion exchange). 
Various chemical methods have been devised for determining the 
available phosphorus present in the soil by using chemical extracting 
reagents .with the assumption that these methods are analogous to the 
1 
analytical method. for practical.use, olie should en-
to .fwitate .the mariner :i..n which the substance is made available, 
, , ' . 
the sarile · time interfere as little as possible wlth. soil c::ondi-
in other words, the method should be analogous to the processes 
which proceed :near the roots of plants. 
B.ased upon the principles and the< assumptions which have been made 
for determining avail.able phosphate\ different methods and .techniques 
. . : . 
can be. grouped into four broad. categories: 
1) ·chemical extraction 
·2) Bioassay·techniques 
3} ·Radio-isotope-phosphorus techniques 
4) Resins or anion exchange techniques 
2 
The principal objective of this study is to compare the performance 
of the exchange resin method of Amer et al (l)* with that' of Bray (7) 
. . 
20 :1 (solution to soil ratio) method, to see whether the supposed ad-
vantages of the resin method will be sustairi.ed by appl.ying it to dis.-
similar soils, 
in. parenth~ses refer to literature cited .. 
.), . 
CID\PTER II .. 
·REVIEW'OFLITERATURE 
Chemical Extraction Techniques 
According to Russell (49) and Dean (L6) chemicai techniques are.· 
based. on. the following assumptions: ' .·. 
' · 1). ·. Dilute acids dissolve. all.· calcium phosphates present except the 
.·apa:ti_tes .•. 
2) Co.ncentrated solutions of acids. dissolve the apatites .. •· 
.. '· 3): Flt1orides displa~e. 'pho~ph~t~· trom·,:the surface .of .·hydrated 
"1 :,·. f 
aluminum·oxides ~nd subsequ~nt_treatment. wit.h alkali.displaces it.from 
' ' 
the surface of hydrated fe~r~c ~xides. 
·' . ' . . . ., .. 
' ' . . 4> . Reducing s.01utions contain;i;ng an ±ron che1aung · agent wi11 re--. 
move phosphate presentbelow the surface o~·iron oxide films and,in: 
. particular, phosphate presen,t in 'noduJ.es of hydrated· o:d?e.~ 
Keeping these points in mind researchers _started t.odevisetech-
rtiques to extract· phosphoru~ fro_~ ·soils, The earliest attempt. to 
detertnine the readily available· phosphorus 'in tie s~il was made by .· 
Troug (57) •. He extracted the soil with a- 0~002N solutio~ of· H2-so4 
bu(fered with ainmonium ·sul{~te to pH '.3_o. ·.•.· .• .... '· · .. · ... ·· ... · .
. Fisher •and Thomas {24) :~lso ~ade 0 a~. ear+y .· S:ttetnpt t~: extrac:t . 
. availabie phosphorus. They used ~cetic acid-s~di~ acetate buffer at 
.· .... . . . .. . ... .. . . .. ·· 
pH 5, 6 . and dilute, H2So 4 at: pH -2·. O •.. ·· 
3 
Harper (29) extracted non-calcareous soils with O.lN acetic acid, 
Harper obtained good correlation between crop response to fertilizer 
applied and the phosphorus extract,ed by the acetic acid method, 
Extraction of the soils with. solutions with less solvent power, 
such as one.percent citric acid employed by Dyer (22), and 0.20N nitric 
acid of Fraps (25), have been used and recommended by many workers as 
good indications of the available phosphorus in the soil. 
4 
Morgan (41) developed the so...,called universal soil extracting solu-
tion for the evaluation of available phosphorus as well as several other 
nutrients·. within the soil, The universal soil extracting solution con-. 
sists of 0.50N acetic acid solution, buffered at pH 4.8 with sodium 
acetate. 
Das (15) proposed a method for determining available phosphorus by 
extracting the soil with a potassium carbonate solution and compared it 
I 
with a citric acid metq.oq.. Das concluded .. that .the potassium carbonate 
method is equally applicable to all types of soils, whereas, the citric 
acid method breaks down as a discriminating agent for evaluating the 
available phosphates of alkali and calcareous soils. 
Different_quick tests h~~e been introduced by many workers for 
phosphorus as well as other nutrients, These methods include: O. 7-0 •. SN 
._,;t 
HCl of Bray et al (8), 0.135N HCl of Spurway (54) and buffered per-
chloric acid extractant of Mile (38) and 0.3N HCl of 8auer (4). 
Dickman and Turk (18) described a method for determining the or-
ganic phosphorus content of soils by decomposing the organic matter with 
hydrogen peroxid~ and subsequently extracting phosphorus with O. 2N H2so 4• 
Bray and Kurtz (7) made the distinction between adsorbed and acid 
soluble phosphorus; on these bases they divided their test into two 
methods: 
· 1) Extraction of the adsorbed phosphorus by using a mixture of 
0.03N NH4F and O •. Q25N HCL 
2.) Extraction of acid-soluble plus adsorbed phosphorus by using a 
mixture of 0.03N NH4F and O.lN HCl. 
Rubins and Dean (46) compared different chemical methods with the 
Neubauer biological method on different soils from Maine. Rubins and 
Dean reported that the acetic acid method and Truog method extracted a 
greater fraction of the total phosphorus than the Morgan method. They 
concluded that results with different chemical methods correlate with 
each other to a certain ex~ent, but no,significant correlation was ob-
tained between results with the Neubauer biological method and the dif-
ferent. chemical methods. 
5 
Distilled water saturated with co2 has been used on many calcareous 
soils (35,10). Good correlations between phosphorus applications and 
the amount of phosphorus extracted have also been obtc::i.ined. McGeorge 
and Breazeale (35) concluded that the solvent action of carbonic acid on 
soil phosphorus in calcareous soils is mainly a function of soil reac-
tion. 
Olsen et al (45) proposed a new method for extracting soil phos-
phorus by using O. SM solution of sodium bicarbonate adjusted to pH 8, 5. 
They claimed that their method gave better correlations with plant 
response in both calcareous and acid soils than the Bray method. 
Miller and Axley (39) attempted to determine the soluble phosphorus 
in soils by using a modification of the Bray, Kurtz, and Troug methods. 
Their extractant was a mixture of 0.3N H2so4 and 0.03N NH4F. 
Breland and Sierra (10) compared the rel.ative effects of eight 
6 
extractants on the removal of phosphorus from seven major soil types of 
Florida. Breland and Sierra concluded that HC1-NH4F and HC1-H2so4 
solutions·extracted more phosphorus than the NaHco3 , NaOAc, NH40Ac, dis-:-
tilled water, or distilled water and CO2 methods. 
Bioassay Techniques 
The relative availability of a nutrient in different soils can be 
investigated by using bioassay techniques of which there are two types 
using: 
1) Higher plants 
2) Microorganisms. 
Higher Plants 
The use of this method is based on the principle that a biological 
response may increase linearly with .the dose of active ingredient •. 
The real development of this concept started when Liebig formulated 
his law of th~ minimum which stated that the nutrient present in least 
relative amount is the limiting nutrient. It implied that all the other 
nutrients were present in excess until the deficient or limiting nu-
trient was made adequate, whereupon, the one present in the next least 
relative amount became the deficient nutrient, and so on. This law 
stimulated the interest of other workers in the field to evaluate the 
availability of a given nutrient in the soil by determining plant re-
sponse and total nutrient uptake. 
According to Black (5) and Bray (9) Mitscherlich and later Spillman 
arrived independently at the following conclusion: A unit increase in 
supply of.a plant nutrient results in an increase in the yield. The 
i~~ Y.· '~ f,. 
increase in the yield is to "'bie.;proportionaF·to the decrement from the 
maximum yield that can be produced as the sup.ply of the nutrient is in-
creased indefinitely. Mitscherlich expressed this mathematically as: 
log (A - y) = log A - C(x + b) 
where: 
y = the yield associated with the soil available phosphorus, with 
or without added fertilizer 
x = units of added fertilizer 
b = available phosphorus present in the soil 
A= maximum yield that can be produced as x increases indefinitely 
C = a parameter 
The A and b variables and the "C" parameter can be calculated and ob-
tained in the simplest case by using the following formula: 
A*= 
2 
y - (y ) (y ) 
1 0 2 
2y - y - y 1 0 2 
log(A - y) log(A - y1) C* = _____ o_______ _ 
log A - log(A - y) - Cx b* = _________ o____ o 
C 
where y0 , y1 , y 2 are the yields corresponding to the added phosphorus 
x0 , x1 , x2, respectively. Thus, it is apparent that the available soil 
phosphorus can be calculated by knowing the other components of the 
*These formula can be used only when x1 - x0 = x2 - x1 , 
7 
equation. 
Bray (6) and Arnold and Schmidt (2) have used the Mitscherlich 
equation with considerable success in the correlation of chemical soil 
tests with results of field experiments with fertilizers, 
8 
Based upon the assumption that plants presented with two sources of 
a nutrient, namely the soil and fertilizer, will absorb this nutrient in 
proportion to the amounts available, Dean (17) developed a curve to es-
timate the available soil phosphorus in terms of phosphorus applied as a 
fertilizer. If the yield of phosphorus curves are extrapolated to their 
intersection with x-axis, this likewise should give a measure of the 
amount of phosphorus in the soil as available as the source applied as 
a fertilizer. 
According to Stewart et al (55) and Bould (11) Neubauer proposed 
his seedling techniques for evalu~ting phosphorus availability in the 
soil. The· Neubauer method is based on the principle of intensive up-
take of plant nutrients by a large number of seedlings grown on a small 
· quantity of soil, Neubauer asserted that 95 to 100 rye seedlings will 
extract in 14 days all of the available nutrient elements in 100 grams 
of soil. Neubauer found that the phosphorus and potassium taken up by 
the seedlings is dependent on the soil and appears to be a constant 
value for each sample of the same soil under a standard.technique. 
Microorganism Techniques (Soil Plaque Method) 
The microorganism techniques.are based on the fact that micro-
organisms have some similarities in their requirements for certain 
elements, such as K, P, N, e.tc., as plants do. Any deficiency in one 
of the required nutrients, therefore, will retard and reduce their 
. ' ' : . - ' . 
to·· &ichcila.s (4J) · Btitketic and Korceleck:if w-ir~ pfon.eets 
in using mfcrobiological methods for .the 
nutrients in soils •. Butkeric and. Kor-celeckii used 
· s tudyi•of available phoSphonus in Russian soils. 
Acco:tding to Sackett and Stewa.:tt; (50) Winog:radsky and Ziennfeka 
. ' ' 
demonstrated that spontaneous colo.nies of .Azotobacter .gro:w luxuriant).y 
on so:i;;l plaques if suitable energf.<ancl nutrient elements a.re provided 0 
Winogradsky and Ziennieka. foundtha.ttherewas a close correlation 
between the. limiting factors for Azotobacter and those 
' ' ' 
,, ·,, - . . - . . 
Sackett anf Stewart (50} IIIOdi{iecl Winoclradsky'- s methOcl for .the .. 
study .oJ elementaf def_iciencies in Colorado. soils. They used A.zoto- · 
' · , bacter colonies as . a ,riutrierit element Ciridicator, · Sackett and Stewart·. -.--.' 
conclµded tha.t the Azotobacter sciil-pla.que niethod was a satisfa.ctory 
' ' . ' '. .' . . ' . . 
means of determining deficienciestn phosphate, calcium, and probably 
potassium. ·· . ·· ·. · . · · · .... · .. > · .. ·.·. ·. · ·. . · · · . ·.. . . · · .. 
Stewart (55} compared fhe. spilplaque technique for phosphorus· and 
pota.ssium deficiency deterttdnatioris wft:h. the Neubauer and Hof.fer c6rn 
stalk ~ethod. The resultsshot¢ed.that both tests are equally reliable,· 
however, the soil'-plaque .technique it faster and cheaper.to run that 
the Neubauer test, 
According to Smith et al. (53) Niklas et al used< the growth of 
.Aspergil:Lusn:l.ger in culture' solution to which soil bad been addedas-
an. indication of the· phosphorus needs of the soil; Niklas et aL ob-
. . '
' . . -' ··-: . ,• 
tained quite satisfactory results which were in close agreement with 
the results sec.ured by the .Neubauer method, 
10 
Dal.berg' and Brown (14)' C!dmpared the so:il_;pl.aque t~chnique with the 
. . . .·· '. ··. 
i. N~tib~uer. til~ thticf > ¢µ different westetn • sc;,ils .• Dalbet g and Browrt . c~n~ 
.. · .. ~luded th.a{ the ~oil plaque .;ethtjd. gave' a sat~sfact.ory C6Illpatisi,n WJ.th 
the Neµbauer m~thod. for phosphbr'us deficient soils, .but riot fp~ soiis 
• .··· : with ::h'ighe; pho,sph~rus. conteI1ts, .· 
.. .• . 
... Mehlic?: (37) ·. modi:fied . :t-l'iklas' me.thod by us:i.11g .Cunp.ing"'."luimella in-
.. stea·d o:f. <Aspergillus niger, :£pr citiantit~tive · det:erminations oi ~vaila.ble. 
'pho'EiI?hor~s)n S~ils. ·. He ~omp.ar~d .. thfs 'riiethod (Cunning- hamella) with 
.t:he ~s.pergillus riiger. meth6~,:· .a cJ:iein~caJ: ~ethcid,. and field· test. The 
. re~·ults obtained :with a large number' of. ~oils from widely separated. 
: .~ . . , . . . ' ' 
:·· areas 'sJidwed good. agreement with field te_st results but'' not. with the· 
. .. ::-. ·.:· .. . . '. 
c;hemfo.al metho'd~ < .,,· 
.. ··.·. Htdversen and I:loge (28) tnodffieq· Sac~ett .and :Stewart':s method•· (SO) . 
'.by replacing 'the ,!ater>by ho{ agar solution to ,giv~ _a· smpoth surface for . 
.... · co16Ily grow.th; arid un.1£6rmi'. ty,:qf . ;~P,pea;r ance o'f the'· plaqµe .: . 
> '.£chan :{56} descriped a new ,biolagis~l soil,• 'test:· :in ~hich a mixed. 
···cµlt~~e.,o;· ~lgae· -.t~s .. ·.us~d .. ·. ·_.Aigae>a~¥.~/g;e,r:~;~ant~:·'shotv.\st¥i1a;r 'g;~o~.th·. 
>1:es.p'opse~ :in t,:he presencie of diffet~~t qua.Iit;i.ties of nutrients~-... · The 
test: ~riyolv-~s adding 5-10 g-r;a~s ot air: dry s'oil ~o so ~1 6[ complete,· .... 
nutrient· i;;olut~on '(mi~~~ the nut;rient· ~lemeht under test.,:.;e .. g.' .·· .· 
...... ·' 
·. , . ph6sph9rus). The .pH Of the inedii:un{Ls )adjusted to that of: the soil. . . A 
•.· mixeqcciitu;e:.:of\algae :i.~'. :th~n add~d •and ·the' flask~' ~re incubated u~det 
.·. ' ~onJi.t:i.~ns pf: :~oti~}=l;l:ttt i,;tghJ; and :te~p~tat,tire, f~ri·t~o .. to' 1:h;ee ·w~~ks.,: ' •··· .... 
;_ :\:T~e }.~s~lt·~: \>£ -t~f te¥~ ~r~ .~Plll~~~ed ;itl{_'.a 9tand~:1"~ ~eri~s ,. thus, J i 
· ...• ··.· ;pr~dittibn ~f th~:plant's re~;onse tqhexi :fe;1::lliier ·:ts· scippl:i.ed .f:6 ~-
parti,cµiar .~Qil)~a:Q be 
11 
Radio-Isotopes-Phosphorus Technique 
Soil solution phosphorus is in dynamic equilibria with the solid 
phase phosphorus of soil, The equilibration takes place as a result of 
dissociation of phosphate groups from the site of binding in the soil, 
and their replacement for the solution phase by other phosphate groups 
(1). Thus isotopic tracers are of value in following the exchange.reac-
tions which take place between surfaces and components of the contin-
guous solutions. 
McAuliffe (34) applied this principle to soil reactions involving 
phosphate and hydrogen by using P32 and deuterium. McAuliffe found. that 
the inorganic phosphate ions.in the soil solution exchange continuously 
with the inorganic phosphate ions held by the solid phase of the soil. 
After·McAuliffe's findings a fundamentally new approach to the problem 
of estimating soil phosphorus availability was.made possible using P32 
Larsen (31) stated that isotopic exchange between mono- and di-
caicium phosphates and soil phosphate,was so extensive that the ex-
changeable phosphate content of the soil could be.determined by compar-
ing the sp~cific activity of labelled phosphate. subsequently absorbed 
by plants. Larsen developed the following equation to calculate ex.;.. 
changeable phosphate: 
= (Co - 1) X 
y C 
where: 
y = the amount of exchangeable phosphorus originally present in 
the soil 
X = amount ·of phosphate added as fertilizer 
Co= the content of radio phosphorus in the f~rtilizer 
C = radio-phosphorus isolated from the plant 
12 
Larsen concluded that ''this calculated value of exchangeable soil phos-
phorus" is independent of the amount of phosphate added, provided that 
a definite fraction of the soil phosphorus takes part in the isotope 
dilution. 
Based on the same principle that Larsen used to calculate the ex-
changeable phosphorus in the soil, Fried and Dean (26) proposed a 
similar method for measuring the amount of available phosphorus in 
soils. This involved the introduction of a known quantity of standard 
source of nutrient under consideration into a soil, growing the desired 
crop, dete;~tnining the proportion of the total nutrient absorbed that was 
derived frbm the standard source, and then calculating the amount of 
available nutrient (phosphorus) in the soil by applying the following 
formula: 




A - the amount of available phosphorus in the soil 
B = the amount of phosphorus supplied as fertilizer 
y = the fraction of the phosphorus in plant derived from fertilizer 
Thus, by knowing that part of phosphorus which is taken by plants from 
the fertilizer added (by applying radioactive tracer techniques) the A 
value can be determined, 




= (A) plant 
(B) plant 
13 
developed by Larsen, Dean, and others, is only applicable under very 
specific conditions; where soil phosphorus and added phosphorus ferti-
lizer have the same availability coefficient, Russell et al suggested 
the modification of this simple relation by introducing the availability 
coefficient into the equation, thus, it will be applicable under all 
conditions. The equation will take the following form: 
(A) soil 
(B) soil 
= X (A) plant 
(B) plant 
where X is th.e availability coefficient, 
32 Amer et al (1) compared P · and the anion exchange resin method 
for characterization of soil phosphorus .. Amer.et al found both methods 
gave satisfactory results, but, they concluded that the resin method 
may be preferable because of the time required for equilibration, 
Russell et al (48) investigated the relationship between the ab-
sorption of phosphate by plants and labile soil phosphate in four dif-
ferent soils. Russell et al concluded that tracer methods appear to be 
subjected to limitations similar to those of the older extraction pro-
cedures, Russell et al attributed these limitations to the slow migra-
tion of the labile phosphate between sites with different characteris-
tics, This slow migration will cause the presence of different labile 
fractions with different activation energies, Also under slow migra-
tion true equilibrium will never be attained, 
Caldwell and Jones (12) compared the labile phosphate result with 
the responses obt.ained in field experiments for peaty and chalky boulder 
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' ' ' 
'Their .resµits Showe.cl· that the __ ··responsiveness_,_of·'the soils·. 
to applied phosphate 
,·· '', ._:>: -: . ::_·:._:-·;:.:: ·, . -i,- .. ,·:_,.:. '·.:. the labile values 
obtained- oi;i. the peaty', soils, but' the .labile method. was more' successful 
,·::. .- ' ' ' . ·, .-.. 
in; ch~lky __ boulder clay$ than the 
. . . . 
Anion EN:change. J1ethocl. (Resin) 
. . . . . . . 
as ~. reyersib le exchange\of forts he.-
.. ·- . ' ' .. 
in 
. - - . 
art(a sp.eclal type .. of p0lyelectro.;. 
1:ytes, i.e., CX0S$-:-linked pe>lyele.etr&lytes that .canbe 'visualized as .. an 
·.:. .- . . .. ' : · .. : 
elastic three a{me~sioqal hydrpc~t'bcitl networJc·-•.to whi.ch. are atta.ched a' 
' . . 
number .,of :i,011 active grc:>ups,:{19), The ion active group is always 
' :· ·,• '-·-.. -·. -- ·.· :·· . . 
to· the. highmolectilar..we:i.ght pc,tyme.r· andi1~·-_. __ i111mobfle~ 
. ..· . ; . . ·- - ..• 
elect;ric:aidharge.;qf t:µe :i.on ac.riive :grbups'is i1;;ys balanced 
·numbe'~ i~ipp~silely charged ibns whf:h··a.re.mobiieanci 
with dthet- Jons ~f a.· similar <chat;g~ 
' ' 
sop()1ymer1zati~n of $tyrene a:11d.·.dtv1ny1 
.ar~ four tb.aj0r types of resi.ns (19): . 
-··- - ·--
<~t~~rig· ~cid. reiHnS: m~cle• \1p by the,, 
benze11e h~;ds .-·. (e·:. g, , J)ow~x sh and nowex sqwY 
..• Strong·· b~~e·.resiriZ:·. anunonium ... ·.·fqnc.t:t~nalfty 
····~oiex••·•<2;\I>:w~x .. ·.21K)· ..... · 
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c) Weak base re8:i!,ns: tertiary amine resin builton a cond~rtsed· 
epi ..... amihe ba.ckbone (e,g. { Dowex 4) 
d) Weak acid resins: .. containing carboxylic groups as the fµn.c-
tion.alsites 
The method o.f using anion exchange resins as a .means for. determin-
ing available Soil phosphorus isi,based on the following prindples. If 
the sqii in aqueous suspension is treatecl. w:i.th a substance capable of 
. . 
an ionic e~change such as organic resins and inorganic Na ..... zeolites, and 
with a reaction (neutral orSliglitly basic) almost the same a.s that of 
.· ,,; . ' '.' . 
soil, this substance can re:move the phosphorus <from the Soil solution, 
. ::'. ," . :.- - ' ::· . -. ·,. 
Its action. will be more m~arly. analogous to that of the Plant root than 
any other: meth6d in• whic~ .. an· ~qtiilibrium. is being set . up between phos-
the exfr.acti~g 9:Qlu.tions a11.d, ,pho~phorus in. the solid phase, 
would, · r¢II10Ve :phosplla te 'from tlle s~lution .··.·in exchange 
, . . . -.. . ·. . ·, . 
·. an:i.ons lnitially present on.the res:Cn,. e.g ... c;l-, so:, or co; 
·. In 1952 Holler arid Mogen~en {40} suggested the u.se of Na~zeolit:e 
. . 
substance for .determining ayailable phospho;rus i.n soil.. 
The Na"".zeolite used is.· insoluble a.nd n.eutral Or slightly alkalin.e\in 
. . . . . . . . 
· a:queaussuspension and the Process results in minimum 1nterference;with · 
the. colloid-chemical condition in the. spil, 'l'hey 
analysis by shaking IO.grams Of air dried·soi1 in. 
water with 5, 
Finally, they determined thephosphateconcentrat.ion co:L.~timetrica,lly. 
Taldn.g ~a3 (E04)2 as an examp:L.e. of()he ;bf the< soiLphosphorus 
present in. th~ sof:t, the ov~i;'all. reaction may be r~pr:esented 
Moller an:d Mbg~nsen concluded -that 1 :l r~tio (s9il:Na~z)> an.cl ShS:k:fog. 
· -fat six hours gavi the best results~ 
Am~r' Bouldin, Black and Duk~ (I). Used :De~E!X'.""i,. the di~ form' of 
.. ·'the s.trortg base. anion eich~nge .re~in·. ' ~hey shook one: gram' soil o.oo 
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• mesh) w:ifh. bn~ gram ,resin (~2 tnesh) with 190 Illl. ;6.f water.· ·Th~ suspen- . 
. sion w~s ,shaken ":dntinuously otf:a: wr:ts~. act:ion shaker. ai;ia/ after the . 
adsorption _period:, the resiil was separated from th$. ~oii b; washihg th~ . 
. · .·, :··: .... 
suspe~s:ion through 82 mesh bolting' al?th mounted on a Buchne!r funnel. 
) . 
. . . 
.. ·.·. Phosphol:"~S aclsorb.e.d by_ .. the r.esin __ t-1as•. excbailg~d by digesting· .the·J:E!~:i.n· 
•. on.a.st:eatnplate with 25ml. of 10% soltttion· of NaCl for· Ai minute.a, . 
'\£9llo~ei:L by .· le!a<:;h'ing with . adc:litional .portions · of N11~1-·. soiution Until.·· 
• I •• , f • :' ·<.-c.•: .' . ~ ·;. • '. ' ·' 1: .: ,- , • '•' : ' : (·. , :· '•,' ; ', • :, '• 
100 ml of filtra,te tvas collected':· Fr6tn ,this experiment Amer et a·l con-
·• ..•.• cl~~~d '.t:h7:,'!9~lowfng :, ·. 
· 1) · : f:i fatio bettv~en, resin·. and is,dil.' is . the· best r::t~o' for maxilllum 
rate of. phbsphoru'~ removal~ 
2). The rate . of phosphc>iµs l:idsorptfoti, by r~sin agibited. ill' ~olu- . 
. :· . •. 
tioil is prop:ort:ibnal to thEf.P 6oncentta.tion in solution,· and is indepen-
dent Of ~he j:ate of :diftusi~~ 6J :cis~:bed.P. in the resin,;: 
3) The rat·e of phosphorus adsorption by the resin ,is contiblled 
by the rat~ ofphospho:ius rel~cl~~d:f,rom the, eioiif, : 
4) .·. The • quanti t;i.es of phosphqtus •· adso~b~d from i·he. soil by .•the"· 
· .. resin, after v~cying inte~~~is: of -·-~~e wer~.- iess: than thoseeq~i.librated········ 
with P?i ~udng the s~tne ti~e intervc1L > . . . . . . . ,:·, 
...• Neyerthe1ess, Amer~t al, :f:oundVery_c{ose -agre'ement (t .=:0;·95) b'etween, 
p adsorbed by . the re~'i~ :nd phosph()tt1e; avai'lab:i:Iiti 'a},m~~$UrecL by the 
:l.sotopic dilutionfaethod of Frie.4. arid.Dean :(26{~,<-· 
,:: .:· ..... ·. . ' 
· ... ·. Mo.~,er e·t al (4Z) cpmparecl the perfor~nce of the ~xc,hange resiri 
met;hoC( of Am~r with that idf_ Bz:ay ,.arid Kurtz (0,lN~ HCl, ?·;03N.:l'lH4:if?',_:. > 
-_ Ols~n:'s_,)11efhod _· (O_t5M;:~aHCOj)--~- ~nf t~,? ph~sphate po,~~llt~if tnethod -~f _.-. 
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• -' sd~ofi'31a, Asly11g using s9tghu~'t-~r~tvth ·o~ cu~~ur~~ );£ z;( sb:i:ls in the 
. -·greenhou~ee_-Moser- et_ al oa.sed· th~Ir_co~p~risons -on-· the p·ted.siori of 
.:· . .. ':_: ·: 
' -_ predictiti~- the_ yield, ~£. ph6:~ph6r~s_ i~~: ;hi~li th~)7 :a~t~11,g~ci-' th~' r:~E!llits .-
in Order,, ~f decr~/:1,Sirig pre~i,~iari ;~~: ~p!lO~S: _ , - . 
. · ].}· Anion.::.exchange re~'in lllethocl of Am~r an4 co;ot~~'l"S 
.• 2) ._: Q. 5M NaH903 ~ethod·c,_f ,O:Lse~ 
3) •. Pho~~hate -poteritiai method•of S~~ofielciand .Aslyn~ 
4)/~0. lN ,HCl., :_ O. ~N" NH4~ me'f:l,i~d of Bray. and Kurt~:-_-
Van Diest; White, and, Black (58) used the Bray E111d 'I{urtz rnetb.oc;l 
-_ :{o,-:b?~,~H4l~_··--?.·O~S--N~Cl) .• aild., __ the ani~#--ex~h~nge, re~i~-m~t~od_--. ~~---Amei arid-- __ : - · 
--- coworkers as 'thii b:asls . for• pred:1.c:tiilgth~ yi~ids .of ph~sphc>:,rus in plants -
. ,.-.,· .. · .• :··:· ·:.: ··_ .. ·· ... ·. -: 
-'.; _ ,· grown bn.· thE!, so:t;Ls in 'the :gi:e~nh,0ue;e. ,· Th~ res:i.? ~eth~cf gave more pfe~ 
-cise pr~d~cti~ns of .p ~ei~,: th~n the, O. O~N NH4F, O. 025.N HQi -method· 6f- -,-
.. -. ~ray, aµd :Kurt:z, but -_.th.~reg:~e·~~J6J1°_;~ifficient -w~s- -s~aller for. aikaiine -
'.soiis-_•'th~n£or·acid soils.< ._<Thi~- :cif_f_'.fJ:r~n,c~ ma9-,.have.bee~\ou~ to-_:~h.~:----
-_-·-_- ef:fedt '.of: -pll:o~ th.e -reJ,~t:(ve amou~ts 'of H;lD4 and' HP04 -Present. <' 
-- Lathwell;-- San.chez~ iRisk,_ and P~ec!) (32): usecl the ~tro~gly basic -
' anio~-exchange resin :Amberifte to investigate -- the amdutits df availabl~ ---
-- _-_--_ '_- .. _-phosphor~; in 21: NewYotlt 'S-urface soJJs~ and St1bse~uerttly ~co~p~~:ed -t.hi~ -_-·--·· 
--- ,: µiet:no_d :With 1:h,e sodium hicafbonate ~ethado ·- ia:t:hweJ.i et ·1r found th~t. • · 
· .. .. .(..:··.::. , ....... ,. ,. ' 
the• amoutfts 6.f·pho'~phorus_E!xtr:ac'tJa ;PY: Eh~; resin:_gave.tr~ highe;t<•.•--
--. __ -__ ···:- deg_fe¢0df cc,r.rE::lation::w,_itli. __ ;e$pdrise --~ea~u;red-. in--·tetins_:_-~fiY.ield'~nd-
-phOt;pboru.s uptake for ail meth~ds. lhey-tised, ·-_. 1'hes~ ~orke;,S ~lso fo~nd · . ·. ·. . . . . . ' . . ·, . . ~ . . . . . , . . . . .. ~ . ·': . -\ . 
-- a"very high' coxtelation between ttie J!':ri;ci and Dean: 'A' value arid ·the--.. ' '. ..... ·, .. · ...... , .' ,·-:.::· .. . 
r~~ults of the:i,r resin method. 
;"'I. 
:.· ~~ ·, ·>. . .. : ·: 
Sidor:i.na c;2j us.ed the weak hase 'a~iori .ei_charige re$ip., EDE-,.lOP t~ 
. detertriine ·the available phosphate in-·som.e R~ssian s9ils. .. Sido;i:-iria 
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: :found tllat the exchange was very: slow :when the_ rat:l,o betwe.eri soil .to 
resin WB,$'; 10: 2, however; hy c,hatlging ~q.e ratio to. l: 1 a rapid e:ii;ch,a,nge · •· 
was noted~ · S:i.dori.~a concluded tll~t p~~µts mak{ pse o{:the resi~-ph.os- .. 
. ·: . . ·- :."-, ·. 
· pbat:~ just as. readily as :water s61ub.le ·phosphat~. · 
tvilliams .· (6~} used Dowei;..2. (X4f resin :to gi~e an indfca,tion of the 
residua~·'.availabili-ty of previcms, ·appJications of_ phosphorus ili the··· 
·,following forms: "71:lter soluble, .phbsphate (superphosphate), -relatively . ' .,. . ··. : . ·_. 
'ii:J.s~luble form of• phospha.te _{grourid m:i;neJ:'~t phosphate, G.M.P,), 41.:.. ', 
cald~~ph9sph1:1.t~, and b~s:tc::slag.--He compared t:he:avat:tal>ility with 
•. mean;i~ids '.o~ po;atoes: over a. p~~j.od of six Years~· Willi~ms found that 
.· ··: .. '",. 
there .was a 'fairl~ good linear, reiationship bet:w~en the yleld of pot a..-
.. . .. r- . 
. 'toes ', and<res'in phosphorus values. : ,, 
. : . · .. · ·_( .... ·... . . 
.- ·: :.:r... ;'., • 
. DuPlessts and Burger /(2;0) Jo~P,aieci\lle: p~rforniaiiee·)>f e,_+gfrt chem,i~ •... 
cal exti;actip.n procedures ,with phosphOI'lJS experimental; data from 34 top . 
soils of\the Orange '.Free :stat~ :RJ~:to11 }(S9uth Africa)/ :' The so:t,i/,vaded ·.•· 
.· . . -~ . . . ' .. . . ; . ... . . •• .. .. 1.,: . . . • . . . '. 
· .. i~'.~lay<~onterit. front four tp fi.y~ percent an_d in.pH y81u~~·.from 5,2· to 
. - . . 
8.5. ·. The eight ,chentical ~e'thods whi~h they .used. ar¢: ·· 
. 1) ·.one. ~ercent · citric a~id . 
. . .. ·. . . ·,· . 
2).. O. SN. sodluni bicarbe>ria(e ,a.t pH 8~ 5 · 
·.· 3) . : 6~ lN Hci;7 o. 03N NH4F :_(Bray· and Ktu:tz) 
·. 4) -2.s•percent,acetic acia' 
· · -sr · 0.1~ c~i.c1u1n lactate· 
6) 0,lN sodium'hydrd:i!:icle · .. ·· 
. . . . . ' 
.. 7) . 0. 002N sulfuric a~id 
8) a~i6~-:-:ex,chang~ ~esin ,{the 6.hlorid~ form, of the strong ba_s;e ': 
·19< 
. . 
. ·• ... · anionic.exc::~a11~e resin,· lRA~400) .... 
· .. ·. · Data o·fi:Pupiessis/ and: B~r·ger reveaie~ fh~t all, the niet~oqf, except NaOH, · 
.. _;-': \· 
were almost equall,y effectiv~~ for estimatfon o:I( tot~l.phosphorus uptake . 
• • • • • •• ' • -. •• • ••• " • • • • , • •• • ·., • ,J • : 
when a11 so11 classes we~e ~Qils:ideb~d/ .. ·· However; 1:f only h~a~iet soils .· 
. -.. ·.- •, :· ·':' .. . ·-·. ·. 
were.· coil~idered, .•. the, NaHC03 ancl resin, in~t:hods were sj.~n.if~~~ntly bet:ter-<· 
'co;rel,ated with t:otai ph~s,ph~rus upt•a~~ ths,n re~ult~ 'of the othe~ 
,·,·. ·' . : . ·._: 
.·· .... meteods;·· .. Du~l~ssis ·and Burge·~···:.aiso· follrtd t~at the .Na~Co3 :and anion,·· 
.exc~ang~ r~sin;foet:hods gave.thehighest corr~lation with.both.percentage 
yield:a~d to~al phosphoru$• ll~take. :• 
··•·· Dllpl~siiis and \urge~ (21) co.ndu;t~ci ~nether· experime.nt to determine 
, . which p~os,phoius fraction in the soil, was mairiiy ~tilii~cl by the ;1a11 t:s 
. . . . . 
and· to obt~inan extractant;for'ivail~ble ·pl:fospha.te which will dissolve 
all t:lles~ frastions. Many differ~rit .. ~it;ractants w~xe ~sed for t~es~. 
. . ' ·. ' ~.. . • .. ·· ' .. ···;,t· _,·; . :_ 
, ;inv'estig~ti~:rt.~. .·irtclude.d,'wefe/:o~e.·i5~r'¢ent pi~dq ac~d 0.5.~f NaHCOJ. : 
' ,, (Olsen niethod}, .. o.i~ cai~iUinlactat.e, ().5~ NH4F plus O~lMHCl (Bray ancl 
:Kurtz)' 2;5 'percent. ace.tiC,acJd (Willia~s ancL Stewart)' 0~90:rn. H2S04 · ...•.. 
. ·. · ..• (Troug)., 0.1N NaOH (Saunclet:e;), and ·the }inion-exchange· re.sin ·method 
(AmEfr ~t a:1) ~ All' these methbds, cortelated with ,total phosphoru~ iip-. 
·., · ... : . ···:·.· .· . : .. . . . . .. ·.· -· . ·. . . . . 
take by plants. · .. The f:;ndirigs ,of these 'irive~tigatiofis r~vealed that the . 
Al-P and Fe~:e> compounds may' he nu:>re available ,EC): pla:rits 1:hqn .Ca-P cQm~ .• 
. · .· ... -.·.· -· .... ·_ .-...... .-·: ·. : ·, 
.. ··.·.··. po~11as •. in aikalinesoils. whiie '1n a:c:14 s().ils ca-:Fmaf :be·htghly av~11,,.· 
able, Therefore~ it ·can ,be assumed that·. an e~tractant 'which c;lis,s6ly~s < ... 
. . ·< Al~P anc1: Fe-P c~mpounds i~ ~lka{ine .:s;lls· and ·ca-:P com;ou.nds; in acid 
. ''soils would .be the ltlost. sui·tabl;e for the' cleterminatipn: bf avaiiable ..•.. ·.· .·· 
.. . . . . :·. 
. . .. ,. :·' .·,. :_ .·.::-:: 
. pho.sphorcis fo:r. both soils.. Puples.sis ~~d 'Burger':concluded· :1;:~~t' .the .. 
anion. exchapgE!' resin extr~ction methpd for ;·h~ determj,ti~iion of ava,il- '. 
able phosphorus gave the best correlation with P.:Larit uptake. . The method ·. 
20 
may be a.pplicable :in acid as well as alkaline 
Each of the techniques mentioned ha.sits ownadvant.ages and limita-
. . . 
tions, which may be briefly surmnarized as follows: 
1) Chemical extraction.techniques: Chamical extra<:!tiontec;hniques 
are fast·and ratlJ,er simple to·perform but . following 1imita.-
tions: 
a) The soil is extracted with organic or an inorganic acid which 
affec.t and.alter the normal soil,chemical conditions, 
b) Solubility is really induced by. using these chemicals which 
. . 
- ,- ·, ' 
do not ·narma11Y exist under. natural c:onditiotis. · 
. . . 
c)· Different results can be obtained from the same soil by using 
different reagents, 
d) Most of the extraction t~chniques do not correlate well with 
plant :response. 
2) Bioassay technique<· · Althot1gh .thi.s method may give better 
relation with plant ree;po:r1se, · it has the following limitations: 
a) It is time consuming, all;wirig for growth of tlle'orga.nism, 
b) It requites many replications, 
c) In case of the microorganism adjustments need to be made such 
as pH and. organic matter to permit ra.p:id growth, 
d) When two different sources of nutrient are used (soil.a.nd 
fertilizer) organism use is frequently influencedmore by relative 
availability than tptai av'.3ila.bility., · 
3) · Radio-'-active methodi This method has m;:my advantages, such a,s 
making the measurements without the addition of the acids, bases, com-
plexing or precipitating reagents .which are. commonly employed in. clJ.emi-
.. cal extra.ction pr~cedures that alter the measurement of a.vaila.bility,•. 
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Its main limitations are: . 
a) Galcl,llaticms. of the quantity <:>f< soil phosphorus wfth which the 
added phosphqrus has equilibrated is·. strictly valid only .at equilibrium, 
Since the process continues indefinitely the required.condition of 
equilibrium does not prevail. 
b) Theextent of kinetic exchange of phosphate for phosphate1nay 
not be. entirely.· satisfactory as an estimate of soil phosphorus avai.l"' 
ability because of the tendency. of limitation. to ''surface'•exchange, . 
c) Phosphorus released· may ~elL be· replaced by Sta; or· OIC, 
4) Anion exchange resin: ~!though this method is more laborious 
and time consuming than the chemical m~thod, on the average it gives 
· better correlation with phosph~ru:~ uptake than most chemical extractant 
. '· . 
tests, However, the resin method is still new, and additional work is 
' . .... . .· .· ··:·,. . . ·, . ' . 
)o ·te~t its use µnder• differe,nt conditions, 
C~PTER III' 
MATERIALS :·ANP. METHOD~··· 
·::· .. ... 
Tliirty-:::six soil samples represen:ting centrB:1 &rid·western Oklahoma: 
· ... wheat.land, soils ~ere ~s~d fo; thfs in~estig~tion. All ,sainples werei 
... taken'·from ;11e top 'six inch~~· of :thei>profile. A.l.l ~a111ples tested·-were. 
· air dried and. paeisea. thrOugh a 2 mnv ~ieve. 
.. . . . . 
· ...• ;hosphorus<~~alysis ,'. 
. . . 
Anion E:x:chart·ge Resin Method 
. Dowex · 1 .(X-8f,.1ftro11~ly,b~si,~' ~ri~~rt: ¢jtchange ,,re~;i,rf cpntaining·:~fight: 
·· percent. ~f _di 'li.ityl benzene if C:l_;:fdhir::~as ~seid · iri · this study~. Three· · . 
grams of 50:--ioo>mesh dry resin, th~ee grams •. of ,soil and 100 ~1 of de-
. ionized water_ were shaken continu9usly Cin a wrist-~Ction shaker for two . 
. . ; ·. ·. . .. ·,, .. . . . .. , . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
soil :by w•~shing the soil ·suspensidri_ thrqugh a 100 illesh sieve. - After the 
> •• • ••• •• ,. • • ' • • • • •••••• •• • • • •• -.·· •• 
re~~Il ~~s . separate·~ . from the ~~:ii it was . tr~nsfe:rred from the .sieve : into 
a:450-nil·beaker-~. -. Phosphotus ad~orbed b.; th~ res.in was rem~ved by.di-"'' . 
. . • ·: gestin~ phe re~in.with 50 ml .of lg% Naz~P4 .s.o~µtiori ~n a·.s:te~m plate 
. . .'·, . . 
·. fbr,··45 ~i11ut~s,. fo-ilowed by leac:h:(ni wi.th an .. addifiohal. :I.2% Na2so4··.solu-·· 
tion until 100 .. mi 6/,j:ilt~ate was.ob.tained.'· P4o~phorll~_'e'.?ttracted wa,s .. 
·:·, .. . .. 
det~rl!li11ed by t4e W~ta.11a:be an.d: Olsen as<rorb:Lc acid method (.!i9). , 
.•. 22 
Bray Ill Me#ho~ 
. on/ gram' of overi dry· soil, :w~s sh~!te.i:i w:l.t)l 20 ml 6£ Br~Y solutiqn 
(7}: donsi$ting °:f O. 025N. HCl in O.,QJN'. NH4F fir .five m:i.nt1tes, : The ·se>il: ·. 
suspension,was filt:~red(wit.h .a Wha~~h'/12 filt~rpaper 'and.the r:esiiltant · 
. . . . - . . . 
·, .sol~ti~n coile~tec( i~ a. test. t~b~{ :C6}6r W8.~ de~elq~eq ~Si~~. the• as~ 
· c,orbic ac'!d method of Watanabe ~rid olsen (59) ! 
. . . 
. 'distilled water p~stes _with Co~n~xig PH):iet_er, Model lQLat 21°c . 
. ·.. :(;reetiliouse ·stud? · .. 
- : •Ntimb~:r' 10 · poJye thylene 1i~~:d'- c~ri.~· w~-r~: t1Sed in. the · gI'e¢rih;~·se 4.S · 
.. - . . . . .. . .. '-~ : . . . . . ' .· . . . . . . . : -.... -: . ..-< . '.- ·.. : : ' 
e:!Cperiirierital pots~ Two and. orie-bllf :·~11qgram,s of soil (oven 'dry) were · 
·pl~~ed in· eaclf cap. ·On· S~_ptember 2~, ,1969. ~we~tf seeds of Piper· sudan-" 
·, grass .. ·.(~o.rgh~msudanese)· w~~~.planfea.:.1n ~ach .can •. ·One·ht.1I1dred ·sevent~-
. mg ·~itrogen. as .~H4~o;, wa~. ai,plied tq· ~~ch. can as st:r~er ·;ertili~er, and .... 
. ail cans. (ios cans)were at~anged i~ a completely ra11dol1li~ecl. design· in .. 
· .... the :ire\~;nhot1se. ,Each .soil· ~~s' k·~pt moi.st t:hroughou~ the experim~rit~ .. 
. ', . . ,· . · .... '. .. . . . '. 
·.:-· : 
Mo:lst~re additions ,wer.~: based ort the;· pi-e,cletermined ~ppro~imate field 
. . . . . . 
: capacity> ·· .. · ·\· · .•. / _ .... ··· ... ·•. _ . . .· _ 
Tendays a{ter p!anting;.the· plants were th:i,nnec;lto,j:ep..,pl~~ts per 
pot. · .. A further thinning waS m~de. io days after ·pl~~ting', ieavirig' seven 
. ' . . . .. : :. . ... " . : . •. ~ '· . ',. . ., .. . . . . . . . . . . ' ·. - . . 
.• .. pl~n1:s p·~t can; · .. On 6ctohe~;: 20~ >~hree hundred.'iotty mg of nitrogert •.. werE!. 
·· appli~d to .·each can as N~4N?3 t,cr::m~J:ee a total ·9i 51() mg· of. nitr'ogen 
· ... added per p'ot. 
The plants were harvested on November 8, 1968, after a 42 day 
growing period, The plant samples were oven dried at 75-80°C in a 
forced air oven for fo1,1r days and the oven-dry weight recorded, 
Total Phosphorus Uptake Determination 
24 
Total phosphorus uptake by the plants was .determined colorimetri-
cally using the vanadomolybdophosphoric method described by Jackson (30) 
after wet ashing by the method of Chapman (13). 
CHAf>TER IV 
' . . . 
RESULTS AND DlSCUSSIONS 
Anion Exchange Re.sin Method 
A preliminary experiment was d·esigned to det~rmin¢ the ratio of 
soil, to resin :required t9 produce optimum phosphorus .removal -from the 
soil. Three grams of ;soil :i.Il 160 1 ml of deionized water were .Sha.ken 
with two, thr¢1=, t:our, fiv:e, 13,n.d s.ix grams of resin for two hour 
',.' ' ·,· ,· ' . . 
period$, Resin. wai;; sepaxatecfJroin the :soil arid ijrtalyzed for phosphorus, 
Results of tllb investigation ('.Cable I) show that .by decreasing the 
soil:resin rat:i,o from 3:2 to3:3 a significant increase in phosphorus 
adsorption was-obtained. Howeyer,·a further decrease in soil:resin 
ratio resulted in very slight but not significant improvem1=nt in phos-
phorus removal~ Thus, it became apparent t:ha.t al:1 ratio.of soil.to 
resin sµppl;i..ed enough resin. for .. efficient and reproducible· removal of 
available phosphorus •. Hence, the qua.n.tity .pf phosphorus adsorped by 
the resin and. the rate ot: adsorpti;on was apparently dependent upon the 
reJ,ease of pl:i.osphorus from .:th~ so_il in question,.· 
Adsorption Period · 
. , . . 
. . . ' . . ' 
Ano.ther preliminary study was .conducted to determine the minimum 
. . . 
time requ:i..redto remove mostof·th1= available phosphorus from the sail. 
25 
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' . . ' 
. . ' . . . . . . 
. .. . Results. in Table II shqw that by>_increasing the tiI11Ef6£ ici~~rptiofr be-.· 
yond. two ho~rs/ 0~1y: a s.1ight increa~~ :in the ~htisphotus. iasorpt:f.on oc-<. 
. . . .. . . 7 .. 
· curred~· .The( fnc;rease doe~ n~tjustify the additional titn~· invo1\ied .•. 
. . . ·, ~ 
Also, since. the resin r~picily· adsoibs_ phosphcirue; present iii sol~tfon . 
. (42) m6s:t of the :phosphor~s ads?r.bied:Jtirirtg ·any 'time·. inJetval :!.~ .. re.- ••.. 
leased fro~· the sci.lid pha~~ dur.in~ th~t sanie .• tiµie itlter\Tal ..... Thus, :it . 
. . 
. cati be assumed 'tJ:iat phosph~r.us l:Lcisorb¢d· by the resi.ri du:r~n,.g a two h9'1r · 
:, 
. •.· .. ·.• it1.t:erv~l can be us·ed to repi'esent. tp.e' phosphorus. airai).abl~ to plants •. · 
·, TABLE'! . . . 
PHOSPHORUS .ADSORBED ':sY RESIN FROM SOILS UNDE)t ... 
.. . DlFFElWNT_ SOit:llE~IK:RATIQS . 
< >(2 :HRS 'SIW{ING)-. 
·. - . : 
·. Soil·:Re.sin '.Ratio (in gl'ams) . 





· .. · •' · .. ··· 
3:5' 
. 3: 6. 




·. 41/.5 · 
.·. ·.··. . 
.: 42~0 
TABLE II 
ADSORPTION OF PHOSPHORUS BY RESIN FROM SOIL 
AT DIFFERENT ADSORPTION PERIODS 
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In any soil there may be . one or more forms o:f inorganic phosphorus · 
which may be regarded ae available phosphorus, .. It has been. found· that 
Al-P and Fe-Pare the available forms in alkaline soils; Al-,P and Ca-P 
for acid soils, and·all of these forms are supposed to be available in 
neutral soils (21,33,51). For this reason the samples were separated 
into acid soils (pH 4-:6), slightly acid soils (pH 6-7) and slightly 
·alkaline soils (pH 7-8). · Correlation studies were carried out separate-
ly on each group in an attemptto investigate the behavior of the two 
methods under different situations. 
Correlation of Anion Excha.nge Resin-P with P-Uptake 
The,data in Tables III, IV and Vindicate the types of the thirty-




AVAILABLE SOIL PHOSPHORUS ADSORBED BY RESIN, 
PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE AND AVERAGE DRY WEIGHT 
PER POT FOR SLIGHTLY ACID SOILS 
rp1I .. 6-7) 
Eli p-ppm p. ·Up-. Average 
Soil Water Adsorbed take Dry Wt. 
No. Soil.Type Paste. KCl by Resin Per Pot Per Pot 
(m ) ( ) 
1 Kirkland silt loam 6. 70 · 6.15 21 7.03 7.0166 
3 Oswego silt loam 6.6 6.05 18.7 7.21 6.27 
7 Carwile loam- 6.8 6 .15 · 18.f,>7 8.11 6,76 
12 Oswego si 1 t .loam 6.15 5., 43 7,20 3.57 3. 720 
13 Kay silt loam · 6.10 5. 65. .47 .o ·12.23 6.120 
18 Reinach silt loam 6.4 ·5.75 11,30. 4.69 5.21 















AVAILABLE 801:L :E>HOSPHORUS. ADSORBED BY RE$IN, 
· PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE, AND AVERAGE DRY WEIGH~ . 
PER PQT FOR ACID SOILS (pH 4-6) 
:eH 
Water 
Soi:J. Type Paste KCl by Res.in 
Renfrow silt loam 7:0 2.59 
Kirkland silt loam 4,,75 4, 38. 16.Q 2.02 
Tabler silt loam 4. 7.8 4.18 9.83 3.26 
23.00 k.69 
Oswego silt J,oam 18.3 ·4.36 
·Oswego silt loam 13.7 3.76 
Reinach· very finei 
loam .. 3.44 
Na.sh very 
loam 4.11 
Pond Creek silt loam 3.99 
Pond Creek .silt loam 4.65 15,0 3.95 
· Pond Creek silt loam 4.90 4.15 19,7 3;05 
Pond Creek silt loa.m 5.15 4.62 11.7 ·2/33 



















. TA:8LE V 
·. Av.A.rLABLE> sort\PaosPHogtrs l\])SoRBEn :st ·$~iN\f 
PHOSPHORUS lJPTAl<E. AN.b.•·AVERA.GE··nRY·WE:tGHT> . 
. PE~ ~dT FOR si:.rG~!~Y ALKALINE sorts·. 
':.c(pFi 7~8) . 
···Soil··. 
.:. .. ·No •. · ... , .. ,· .. Seil.Type 
pH : · · • p~ppm . • p .. U:P~ ·Aver~ge 
Water•.· · .. · Ad. sorbeci'. . t k . lJ W . 
' . . ... P·: .. -.e .  8r· ... ··Peo···.· t:·:· ; .. ·. ry .t~: . ' 
· •.. Pa,S~e;: !(Cl. · by. Res;i.n . Per Pot· 
(ma) : ·.··.· : ·. (g') .. · 
· 8 .· King~isher siit loan( . ·•.···.·.· 7:a:: ).10 
>. · ..... ·i.·· :"':_.;, ' -.· ·. ,· ... ·. 
9, Gia11t very firie sa~dt: 
· loii~ ··· · · · · ·· · 
'· . . 
· ·· i4 v~rn~n· cl~y loam 
15, ~ert;row cl~y\ioam. 
.• bi;t]jy f;Lµe "sandy loain ··16 
. :, .: ' .. . . 
· :Spµr h.eavyioam .. 
) "~ : .... ·:· 
·, 2s:. .ru,dhi.te:Ldtsilt .loam. 
. 1/JQ ' 6 .65 . . '. ··.··•· 20. 0 7/18 
. 7.70. 7;;'10 
'··:7~55.: 6j3'.5,· 
, ··. 1t4{/ 6."95 ... 
·. ·11~30 : 6.63' 
. 'i1~gt· 9\4f· 
:i's .d 6 •. 34 
. '•' . 
6~68 
. 4.21 
·.·. 6. 65 
4~01 
. ·. ?~:65 : }.3,q · 18. 5 .· l.:S2 .. > . . 99 
"·,,.·'. 
7}.JQ:\ c vig,;c 26.30 .• it2s.: 
46 · Carwil~ -heavy, silt lea~- . 7.·05 6.50 .·· .17. 30 9~·48-
6.53 •. 
·.8. 01.. · 
2S: .·· w~idward leain . :).so 7. 30 ... ··.. J.i. 7 . S.45 · · 
29 .· Ridifield 'si],t • 16a~ 
31. ' darY silt loam 
Jt •Ri~hfie~d h~avy · silt< 
··,·loam · 
33 . ·· Rt~hf 1e1i ioam 
> ,35 .. Boise sandy loam 
.. •.: 
. ~ . 
i.ss· , 6 .. 85.. · 10~3 · 4.~ 
1~2a; 6.85 2s.3'. ~.,44 
··7'.Ab ··1.03·· · 21a · ..... s.94, •-· 
:':·.···: : · .. ':"."···_· ·.-.·:··. 
:7~55 1~05· 38.(f 7~91 
:. ·.·' 
. 7{95 : ,• 7.. 5 12.'3 ·. .. ~69 
'. :·. '}-:'·:::· . .. ::: 
. . . ' 




7.36· .. ·. 
·. 5.95 · 
-: . . ·.' 
· .69 . 
,36' woodwi~r4 ~i~ty.~lay 
<loam · 1.4 · > 6.9o 2s.o .· <1q~·6s·. · .).35 .. 
'31 
. ·---
exchange resin method, average dry weight of plants.ari.d·total phosphorus 
. . 
uptake from soils which r~ceived nq ,phosphatei fertilizer, 
. . . . . 
The correlation data in Table VI and Figures 1 through 4 r.eveal a 
~igriificant corre],ation at.1% level (r = 0~9375) betweenphosphorus 
taken up by plants and phosphorus. adsorbed by anion exchange re9in from . 
slightly acid soils.· Good • correlation (significant at: 5% level} was 
also obtained.between anion exchange.LP and P-uptake for acid soils 
(r = 0.6817}, however, it was consicler:ably lower than.that of slightly 
. . 
acid soils. A. deterioration in the c.CJrreL:i.tion · was obseryed for slight..,. 
ly alkaline s.oils {r =. 0, 3801}, Despite the drop of .the correl.!ition · 
coeffic:i.ent from 0,9375 to 0,3801 on acid to slightly alkaline soils 
. . . .' ' . 
. when the correlation coeffic:i.ent is calculated over all soils a signi-
ficant, correlation at the 1% level was obtained. 
The variation in 11r"' values at differe.nt pH ranges ca.n probably be 
attributed .to the ·effect o:f'pH on.the. relad.ve aI11ount~ o:f Hto4 and 
J:Il?o: pr.~sent. While resin adsorbs all, phosphorus species 11riselectively 
and with rio discrimination, in case of plants we .are facing a much more 
cc,mplex absorption system,· .. There may be different binding !:lites or 
carriers involved in the absorption. of Hlo4 an.d HJ?O: (27). The mono-
valent species (H/04) is absorbed through one site ind t:he divalent 
species (RPO:) through another. Th~ presence of two or more• sft:es for 
phosphorus adsorption suggests that the divalent and the monovalent·· 
specieS .will not be ab.sorbed equally by plartt::s ... This has been confirmed 
by McGeorge(36). McGeorge studied the pH value of both the cell sap 
o:E plants and the feeding zone, of the root tip o The following conc1u-
sions were made: 
Soil Group. 
Slightly acid soils 
Acid soils • 
Slightly alkaline soils 
All soils 
*Significant at 5% level. 
**Significant at 1% level. 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (r)~ REGRESSION COEFFICIENT (b) . . . . 
AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS BETWEEN PHOSPHORUS , 
EXTRACTED BY ANION EXCHANGE RESIN METHOD 
ANI) p...;UPTAK.E BY PLANTS 
pH d.f. b n-2 r 
6-7 5 • 9,375** · .2221 
4-6 11 ·.6817* · .1809 
7-8 14 ~3801 .1.512 
34 .6268** .2238 
Regression Equations 
y.,; 2.8522 + :.2221x 
y;: .9393 +.1B09x 
y = 3.8368 + .1512x 
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V =.9393+ .!809X 
I 
r = .6817 
10 20 30 40 
ANION EXCHANGE RES! N,P, PPM IN SOIL 
Figure 2. Relation Between Anion Exchange Resin-P 
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._•• Eichat)ge Restµ-P 
·upt:ake·· in:A:f;l 
- ·soils •. 
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1:) -•-- '.:l;_ri: -a~idi -~oils '. ~vaiiable . phosphate 'is pres~nt< m~iniy as.' t~e;. 
H,i?4. ~~~~h~:ie>i11-_al~alinEa -~ciil~, HF04-f's ~~e i~portanf .10111·-
/ : : 2} -_The 111orioy~lenf species (~i:o4) is the -- doini~nt :I.on: i.~ plant : -
-.-·s_ap:, _t;hti,~ :pl~hts may ptefer'\1:ie; -H2Poi;1on f.or nutriticm •put'poseeo __ -.•• -
./ J) Plaq.tSI ;assimilate. phosphate Ill.(?St: re;adily 'at: l'eac:t;.ions blose to' 
' ., neutrality : (preferablr sli~htly: acic:Q ;: J.es~ readily uncle;- . ~ctd :condi-, -·._ 
t ioris and., :1:e~~t r,eadily· under ~l~al';tn~ _ c_ondi tions. : · 
_--. . Th~ f-i~clirtgs 6£ this :study. And 'the co~cludions ot Me-Geo:ge may sug- -· -
8.est<th;; the _use ~f' anioh. e;ch,~$,e t~~iri f~r p'racticB;l ap~lication m~y '' 
-r~quiie( separate_- ,calibrat;()ii Jot _ ~o~l$ :4i#~d.Il~ in pH ;a.lde~ ~ ' As an , - -
. 'alterna.t:ive proc~d~re correJ~tton$ Jruiy b~ ;de o~- the ·bas i's. 0 f .relative. 
· -- - artia~nt~ of ·u21>0·4·a11d:HP0! _,ptesent ra~h~:rithan total pho~p~~rus _<3>~ -,-
- This. ha,_s -1>een ~~s~este{b:v miily workers. -Mos'er et ai <42> £ouncL that 
',. '. ·. ', ;· _·' ... :" , .... ·, -; . .,.._.,, ·.'' .· .:· ·, · ..-··;. ·,: . : : t· .. :.} .. · .• ,_ ...... ' ,: . '. .... . ··. ·~ : : .. ; ' .. ·, 'h ' ', ·:· . • . ·, :·· -~. 
_-- • : ~he: p:r~c~~foi{ of pr~dictibri'6£ ._ tqe\avaflable spil phosppo1:µs was- im.~ 
··, ... - .... ·,:,:, ·:.:':, .. ····:·~: .. :·.- .. ··:~<:····,.: /~.- .. ·~.··:._·::.".: ' - < .·; ', .• -._,· .. ·· ... ·.::··: .. :, ,·,}~:·::' .,. ·.: '1.: 
--_.-P?~"~{b¥ t1$ingt_he uiof concentration in,s1:eadof. the t:otaJ inorgartic 
.--·~"- ... 
phqsphqius?' -.:Van biest _et al· (58)· :i~'p91{te,(;ha't:a~ !~r~\Te~ent'Jn:_r:E::-. 
gr~ssidlJ fit was :9bt·a:i.n.e~ :bY subdi;iding the phosphot'US into tw9 c~mp~.:a 
----·-:· ... rt¢nt.a-~-- .ii21?0~·. and Ht>o!,:'b1.1t. not' bt.)nc.ltiding _Pu'-.a~. ari ind¢p~ndent._. -
-._-_·-· v~i:'.iab1e.;• _ 'rhus, the anion_,exchange, I':e~in method might be•. mo·dified" and 
·'· <- be'.,:~p~l~{'.abi~i over a- ~ti~h ,wider s~:Li::pa'. range/ 
.· ....... C~r~la:io: of ,\riioll Exchan:~ ·Ro$.i(icp with AVmge Dry W<Ught 
. . .· .... 
. •··.··• f:01i1e VI1 a"<I Figures Xthr~uglj 8 reVj,al tl)at tip') •v~rage d!)' 
'. ----·¥~ight 'h.as ---~ :l~w.4e~refeo( _corre1a_don' ~ith·,.the.amottrit:" of:ava:Llabie 
_- _pll~sp~'QJ:lJ~: deterfuined''.t,y An-iori excbai:ige ,; resin m~tltod ~v~r ,all ":pH rJnges ~ . 
Th~, -i- value~ are not sigriif:Lcant (fo:r::-ti~id. soils~ :t = -3.553, s1ighfly 
C ~c±d_:sq~is,\ ~ = /4957, a~d,:sii~htlyalkal~ne _soils~-- r =, ,.;JS72) .- · ·-
Soil Group 
Slightly acid soils 
Acid soils 
Slightly alkaline soils 
All soils 
*Significant at 5% level. 
TABLE VII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (r), REGRESSION COEFFICIENT (b) 
AfU) REGRESSION EQUATIONS BETWEEN PHOSPHORUS 
EXTRACTED BY ANION EXCHANGE RESIN METHOD 
AND AVERAGE DRY WEIGHT 
pH do£. b n-2 r 
6-7 5 04957 ,0501 
4-6 11 ,3553 ,0839 
7-8 14 . 3572 ,1118 
34 0 3965* . 0915 
Regression Equations 
y = 5,031 + ,050lx 
y = 3.1208 + o0839x 
; = 2.8398 + .1118x 
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r = ..4957 
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Figure 5. Relation Between Anion Exchange Resin-P 
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Figure 8. Relation Between Anion Exchange Resin-P 
and Average Dry Weight in All· Soils 
43 
However, when all soils were pooled together "r" was significant at the 
5% level (see Table VI and Figure 8). These poor correlations may be 
attributed to the fact that the yield of the plants is likely to be 
affected by many variables in addition to phosphorus, Thus,,. as in any 
system of several related variables, measurements of one variable are 
inadequate to describe the behavior of the system without control or 
correction for other variables, The significance at the 1% level in 
the correlation when all soils were pooled is due to the increase in 
the degrees of freedom, It is questioned that the "significance" under 
these circumstances has any real meaning in regard to phosphate measure-
ment or management •. Based on these findings it was felt that phosphorus 
. . 
uptake by plants should J:)rovide the most reliable indication of the 
phosphorus supplying power of the soils. 
Correlation of Phosphorus Uptake byPlants with Average Dry Weight 
It can be seen from Table VIII and Figures 9 through 12 that total 
phosphorus uptake under slightly alkaline conditions gave the best 
correlation with average dry weight (r = .9586), Good correlations 
were also obtained for acid soils and for all soils when pH was dis~ 
regarded. The failure of the correlation for slightly acid soils to 
be significant was unexpected. Although the value of "r" was .7056, 
which is much higher than that of acid soils (r = .5673), it is still 
not significant, undoubtedly a result of insufficient degrees of free-
dom. 
Soil Group 
Slightly acid soils 
Acid ·soils 
Slightly alkaline soils 
All soils 
*Significant at 5% level. 
**Significant at 1% level. 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (r), REGRESSION COEFFICIENT {b) 
AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS BETWEEN P-UPTAKE AND 
AVERAGE DRY WEIGHT 
pH 
d.f. b n-2 r 
6-7 5- .7056 .3007 
4-6 11 .5673* .5050 
7-8 14 .9586** .7538 
34 .8097** .5231 
Regression Equations 
y = 3.8119 + .3007x 
y = 2.5274 + .5050x 
-
y = -.0944 + .7538x 
y = 1,9487 + .5231x 
.i::~ 
~ 
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Y = -.0944 + .7538X 
r = .9586 
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·· Figure 11. · Relation Between Total Phosphorus Uptake ·and 
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Available phosphorus was determined by the commonly used chemical 
extraction technique of Bray (7). This procedure employs the reagents 
0.025N HCl and 0.03N NH4F, The Bray procedure was used to establish a 
basis for eva;Luating the exchange resin method for determining phos-
phorus availability. Soil:extractant ratio of 1:20 was used. This 
rati.o has been shown to be suitable for Oklahoma soils (44), Use of the 
1:20 ratio will supply sufficient H+ to neutralize the Caco3 expected in 
most Oklahoma soils. Also, five minutes of shaking was employed to en-
sure a short extraction period and to prevent the possible secondary 
precipitation reactions (45). 
Correlation of Bray-P with Total Phosphorus Uptake by Plants 
The data in Tables IX, X and XI show soil types, available phos-
phorus content of the soils according to Bray method, pH, average dry 
weight, and pqosphorus uptake by plantso 
Statistical analysis (Table XII and Figures 13 through 16) for this 
investigation demonstrates excellent correlation between Bray-P and 
total phosphorus uptake in slightly acid soils (r = .9094), Good cor-
relation was also obtained with slightly alkaline soils, and when all 
soils were considered, Poor correlation was shown for acid soils, The 
low value of "r" for acid soils may be attributed to the forms of 
I 
available phosphorus which can be found for this pH range and the 
chemical nature of the extracting solution. As was stated earlier, 
Al-P and Fe-Pare the main available forms of phosphorus under alkaline 
conditions, Al-P and Ca-Pare the main available forms for acid soils, 
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TABLE·IX 
AVAILABLE SOIL PHOSPHORUS EXTRACTED BY BRAY 
METHOD, PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE AND AVERAGE 
DRY WEIGHT PER POT FOR 
SLIGHTLY ACID SOILS 
pH p-ppm P Up- Average 
Soil Water Extracted take Dry Wt. 
No. Soil Type Paste KCl Per Pot Per Pot 
(m ) ( ) 
1 Kirkland silt loam 6,7 6,15 35.4 7,03 7.02 
3 Oswego silt loam 6.6 6.05 29,0 7,21 6,27 
7 Carwile loam 6.8 6.15 27,6 8.11 6.76 
12 Oswego silt loam 6,15 5.43 16.8 3.57 3. 72 
13 ·Kay silt loam 6 .10 . 5.65 78.8 12.23 6.12 
18 Reinach silt loam 6.4 5.75 26.4 4.69 5.21 
27 St. Paul clay loam 6.7 6.1 52.4 10.79 7. 71 
TABLE X 
AVAILABLE SOIL PHOSPHORUS EXTRACTED BY BRAY 
METHOD, PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE, AND AVERAGE 
DRY WEIGHT PER POT FOR ACID SOILS 
Soil 
No. Soil Type 
2 Renfrow silt loam 
4 Kirkland silt loam 
5 Tabler silt loam 
6 Port silt clay loam 
10 Osw~go silt loam 
11 Oswego silt loam 
. 17' Reinacn very fine sandy 
loam 
19 Wash very fine sandy 
loam. 
20 Pond Creek silt 1oam 
21 Pond Creek silt loam 
22 Pond Greek silt loam 
23 Pond Creek silt loam 
30 Dalhart sandy loam 
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AVAILABLE SOIL PHOSPHORUS EXTRACTED BY BRAY 
METHOD, PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE AND AVERAGE 
DRY WEIGHT PER POT FOR SLIGHTLY 
ALKALINE SOILS 
EH p-ppm p. Up- Average 
Soil Water Extracted take Dry Wt. 
No. Soil Type Paste KCl Per Pot Per Pot 
(m ) ( ) 
8 Kingfisher silt loam 7,80 7.10 ,12, 8 2.69 1. 35 
9 Grant very fine sandy 
loam 7.20 6.65 34.0 7,18 6.68 
14 Vernon clay loam 7 .70 7.10 22.4 6.63 4.21 
15 Renfrow clay loam 7.55 6.85 18.0 9.48 6.65 
16 Derby fine sandy loam 7.45 6.95 38.4 6.34 4.01 
24 Spur heavy loam 7.65 7.30 4.0 1. 92 .99 
25 Richfield silt loam 7.30 7.20 55.6 10,25 6.53 
26 Carwile heavy silt loam 7.05 6.50 34,0 9.48 8.07 
28 Woodward loam 7.80 7.30 29,4 5.45 4.45 
29 Richfield silt loam 7.55 6.85 30,0 7.8 6.0 
31 Cary silt loam 7.28 6.85 45,6 8.44 6.37 
32 Richfield heavy silt 
loam 7.40 7,03 44,0 8.94 7,36 
33 Richfield loam 7,55 7 .05 60.0 7. 91 · 5,95 
34 Ulysses sandy clay loam. 7,85 7.18 30.40 4.33 3.36 
35 Boise sandy loam 7.95 7,5 20,0 0,69 0.69 
36 Woodward silty clay 
loam 7.40 6.90 43.6 10,65 7.35 
Soil Group 
Slightly acid soils 
Acid soils 
Slightly alkaline soils 
All soils 
**Significant at 1% level. 
TABLE XII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (r), REGRESSION COEFFICIENT (b) 
AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS BETWEEN P-EXTRACTED 
BY BRAY·METHOD'AND.PHOSPHORUS 
UPTAKE BY PLANTS. 
pH 
d,f. 
b n-2 r 
6-7 5 .9094:k* .1334 
4-6 11 .3716 .0478 
7-8 14 .6804** .1357 
34 .5056** .0984 
Regression Equations 
j = 2.5845 + .1334x 
y = 1.9709 + .0478x 
-
y = 2.3311 + ~1357x 
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All of these forms are supposed to be available under near neutral con-
ditions.· The good correlation obtained for slightly acid soils can be 
explained on the assumption that dilute acid-fluoride mixture effective-
ly e:ictracted the available forms. With .calcareo1.:1s soils the Bray method 
probably derived its good correlation because the fluoride anion had a 
definite repressive effect on the solubility of fluorapatite of rock 
phosphate and tribasic phosphate which are considered to be unavailable 
forms for alkaline soils. Thus, it can be seen that while the acid part 
of the extr~cting solution will dissolve the Fe-P and Al-P and possibly 
the monobasic Ca-P the fluoride ion represses teh solubility of the un-
available compounds, In the. case of acid soils the presence of fluoride 
anions resulted in greater increase in solubility of phosphorus con-
tained in.both Fe-P and Al-P, These two forms are not as available in 
acid soils as in alkaline soils, especially Fe-P which is considered a 
completely unavailable form for plants in acid soils (21). 
Correlation of Bray~P with Average Dry Weight 
As stated earlier, it is almost impossible to correlate a given 
soil test.for phosphorus with the average dry weight of the plants where 
the latter is a function of many variables. The results with the Bray 
method (Table XIII and Figures 17 through 20) confirm the findings of 
the anion exchange method in this study. The data of Table XIII also· 
reveal interesting results. A good correlation was obtained under 
slightly alkaline conditions and with pooled soils. Improvement in cor-
relation for slightly alkaline soils may result because these soils are 
more uniform and similar in their chemical compositions than the other 
soils, This; also, has been confirmed when phosphorus uptake was 
. ; ':"Soil Groµp · 
s1ightty acid so:i.1.~ 
·. Acid soils 
" . 
·_ ... · .... ·. ·: - ... 
:Slig~tly alkaline .. soils 
All so·ils 
'**S'ign:lfica#t {it: 1% level.'. 
.. TABLE ~I ii . 
coRREtArroN .{;oEFI?rcrENT · <ri, .. •REciEssro~ caEFFrcrmT (b) 
. '..WP REGRESSION· EQUATlON§' :BETWEEN P~EXTRACTED 
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ta'rrel-ated :~Ith average dry weight (see- correlation_ of avera.ge -_ d:ry 
weight ':7'.~rsus: tot~t uptak~) •. -'l'.he highest correlation. (r = . 95~6, 
. . . . . .. . .. 
. Tab_l~ vri:O w~s obtairi~dfor slightly ;alk~lirie soilE3 ~ . The improvement 
.. •, ·'. ·.' . . . 
- iti tbe s:l.gnifica.rt~e of the cortefJt:~ort bet.ween dry weight: and Bray-P:'.• 
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(Table XIII{ ~hen. ·all Soils were· C~ll.sidered is tnereJ.i: d~e t:o art inc~ease 
O;in :the _d~grees of .freedom •. · ,'rhe :11 1;';;, v~lu~ for. a.11. soil~ i~. ·st:i!-1' small 
--- - - (r~ .4362)j 
_· Compar:L~oti .Between Anion Exchange 
Method ancl Bray .M~thod 
- . -
The correlation: data for pho9phoius uptake . ('I'a.ble XIV) reveals · that 
- both the B:taY arif resiri method~ are almost equa.~iy effettive for eetima.: -
.. '• .·.' .• .· 
. , don .of-2v'aflable: ph9sJ>hate ,und~r ·_ sl:Lghtly add conditions •. ·.·._However, 
when add and sl:i,ghtly. alkaline, soiis .1were coµs:l.dere,a;: a l,owering of the , : 
· ... " ·; . . : • ' . ,·· ; . ' .. ': . ·- • : . ,;, ,• ~ . '. ·'.: . . ... . . ··.. ·:. ' • '.· . • • . ·; .• ·, ... • '. . . . · .. ' : . : . ~ ·. '·.\: . ;·' .. · . ... : .. :· .• ·. .'. .' ·:· . ·:: ... : -~ > . . 
· _-- corr~l$tion- cpeffi.,ci~n; -.blc.h,rI'~J: .. (: 'tn/1:~~; 1ca.s~e qf a,)d.;aAi.s. 'pnJy 1:h~ 
an __ ion.·.· e:icchange··_--res:tn· method,correla.tEad,. si-griificantly_ with" phospho,rus 
·;,:·(t:· 
uptake.: The; -Br~y method }ridded ~ rat'.her.''poor cbrrelatibri- fc,r ~tid . 
• S(;)ils ~··-. This_ tna,y be due ·. to . the forms of pgosphorus present. under this 
: condition, and·· the_ cheI11icaf:n~tt1re of~he_ Wray_ extra~tan:s,-·•·a~,-was ex- .. 
pl~:1ried earlier, -rn the cas_e: of_ E:1.lka:line soils\ a~:i: opp6$ite result was 
- . 
. r~veal~d:. . Good correlation was. o.llta:i.:O:ed wfth .. Bray (r.-i:: ~ 6804);, where 
poor c9rre1at-i,m was n6ticed with .anion excha.nie <r ~ .3ao1>. -> rhe 1ow •--
. ''r0 value for Canion exc~nge im~e~ s{ightly alk.aline ccm;cl:Lt;ions,, is was 
- discussed ear;Lier; tna.y be due: tp the: pred9~:Lriant phosphate species _-
• -, .: .,; :. .-· .· .· ___ ·_ > ' . >; _· ·.-. ___ . •. .. ' -· __ ·. \ '. ·- .... ···.__ .• < 
{H.Po4} present tn the. sli~htly al~al:i,ne soils which a.re not prefe~re:d 
' by pl~~ts'. -Wheµ -the c\assification}>f soi\s into neutr,al, -acid, and al-: ' 
.·_ '-k~lirte. is .. ignored, ani;on exchan'g~ resin method 'shows a .better •. 
correlation (r = .6268) than Bray method (r = .5056). The findings of 
this study suggest that the two tests together may complement each 
other. Anion exchange resin can be used for slightly acid and acid 
soils, while Bray method may be best used for slightly alkaline soils. 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF THE GORR.ELATION OF THE AVAILABLE 
PHOSPHORUS DETERMINED BY THE BRAY AND THE. 
RESIN METHODS WITH PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE 
Soil Groups pH Anion Exchange Resin Bray 
65 
Slightly acid soils 6-7 .9375** .9094** 
Acid soils 4-6 
Slightly alkaline .soils 7-8 
All Soils 
*Significant at 5% level, 
**Significant at 1% level. 
• 6817* .3716 
, 3801 .6804** 
,6268** ,5056** 
In spite of its present poer correlation under alkaline soils, on 
the average the anion exchang~ resin, method gave the best results over-
all. If the anion exchange resin method is modified where it can be 
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suitably applied for alkaline soils, and if this modification is veri-
fied by·further trial, the anion:-exchange resin method may.yield enough 
better results to justify its use for routine analysis, 
The correlation data between the two methods and the average dry 
weight (Table XV) show similar results for both test methods. Both 
methods show rather poor correlations with the average dry weight ex-
cept under alkaline conditions where Bray gave·good correlation. Signi-. 
ficant correlations were obtained for both tests when al:1- soils were 
considered. These results were discussed earlier where the good cor-
relation under alkaline soils was attributed to the possibility of more 
uniformity and similarity in the chemical composition among the soils 
of this group. The significance in the correlations obtained for both 
tests when all soils were considered may. be .. due to the increase in the 
degrees of freedom. Good correlations with the average dry weight 
should not be expected, since many other variables are involved, 
TABLE.XV 
· CClMPARlSON OF'THE··CORRELA:TlON b.F THE' AVAILABLE 
·.· .. PHOSPHORUS . DETERMINED BY THE BRAY AND THE . 
. 'RESIN METHOD~ WITH AVER.AGE DRY WEIGHT 
. . . . . 
. .. .. · .. · : ·. .. . . : · .. •·.· 
S~ii G~oups .· . _pH_·.· .. · 
Slightly. acid s.oils 
· .Acid so:Lle( , ·4_~6 
- . . . 
.•.. · ~lightly' alkaline· ,s~ils .· 7;..,a ·. 
Al,l so-ils 
. ·.. **Sfgn~ficant at 1% · 1evel. · 
i\:p.fonExchange 
·· .. Resin,· 
.. -~ 495.7 
. .• 3572. 





• 0949 • 
.6675** . 
. . • 4362** 
·I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was conducted to compare the performance of the anion 
exchange resin method of Amer et al with that of Bray 20:1 solution:soil 
ratio method to see whether the supposed advantages of the resin method 
will be sustained by applying it to dissimilar soils'· 
Thirty-six soil samples representing central and western Oklahoma 
wheatland soils were used for this investigation, The amount of avail-
able phosphorus in these soils was determined by the anion exchange 
resin method and the Bray method, The results of the soil tests were 
correlated with the phosphorus uptake by plants and average dry weight 
obtained from plants grown in the greenhouse, Also, correlation 
studies were made between phosphorus uptake by plants and average dry 
weight, 
Tests were also conducted to determine the best ratio between 
resit1 and soil and the minimum time required to produce the optimum 
phosphorus removal from soil, 
The findings of this study lead to the following conclusions: 
l) Two hours of shaking and 1:1 ratio of resin to soil seem to 
be efficient and reproducible for removal of available phosphorus. 
2) Both methods are suited for determining the status of the 
available phosphorus for slightly acid to neutral soilso 
3) Anion exchange resin method is best suited for acid soils, 
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- . ' 
Altllough this method ;Ls. n0t, suited.fcir ~llci;lli~; soils under. its present· .. ' 
conditfon, 'hopefully some mcidi~i'cati9n; miijht ·be• lntr~du~ed ·for improve_; .. C 
ment ~n;er alk~line• con~i~:iorts~ ... > . ' ' 
·4) . ,The- Bray 20:_l .inet~o4 is best ~uited· for ,alkaline ,:soil:. i . 
. . 5) Over all soils the ahio.n e:icchang~ resip: method• gay~ ~ette/re-. 
sultsi than·. th~iBray method.. Thj,:~~yijust:~fy. its~u~e:: for• routfri~ work •. 
. . . •,'· ' ... 
6) .··•• Good correlati0ns :, were. cibtai:ned, · be twe~n pho~ph6r~~ up ~ake :and 
average dry weight. over· wide. pH· ra~ge~:. . . 
n .. · A h:1,sh co~r~1atfori between: soil cheniica1. t.est _data and ~vet age ., 
. . •. 
··• dry weight wa~ not . obtaine,;.d. and ~hciuld 'not .. be ~~pe cted siri.ce many <jJ;her 
variables coine .info play~· 
.. ·. ,· .. 
. -, 1;;" 
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